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Mycoplasma gallisepticum (MG), Mycoplasma synoviae (MS) and Mycoplasma meleagridis 

(MM) are important poultry pathogens. In the last decade MG infections are rare (except for 

multi-age egg production sites) whereas, MS infections became very frequent in poultry 

flocks. The gold standard for diagnosis of MG, MS and MM infections is still their isolation 

and identification. Serologic tests are useful for flock monitoring and allow a presumptive 

diagnosis. The rapid serum agglutination (RSA) is a widely used, quick, inexpensive and 

relatively sensitive serologic test. However, nonspecific RSA reactions (false positive) are not 

rare and were frequently observed in flocks recently vaccinated with vaccines (of tissue-

culture origin) against various agents. MG and MS share certain antigens and this may cause 

nonspecific RSA reactions, particularly with MS antigens. The VlhA haemagglutinin of both 

species, MG and MS, shares amino acid sequences and cross-reactive epitopes. However, 

there is batch-to-batch variation of MS antigen concerning antigenic determinants of the VlhA 

protein. In general, the haemagglutination-inhibition (HI) test is more specific than RSA, but 

may fail to detect infections with MG or MS strains which produce VlhA antigenic variants. 

Commercial ELISA tests are now commonly used for serodiagnosis. They have not resolved 

problems concerning specificity, except blocking ELISA in which antibodies for species-

specific epitopes of MG or MS are assayed. Recently, various polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) based procedures became widely used at diagnostic and institutional laboratories in 

order to improve diagnosis of MG, MS and MM infections. In general, PCR is very sensitive 

and may be species-specific. In addition, sequencing of the target DNA can be used for 

tracing the spread of MG or MS strains on poultry farms. MG, MS and MM lack a cell wall 

and are resistant to penicillins and other drugs which inhibit cell wall synthesis. They are 

sensitive to macrolides, tetracyclines and fluoroquinolones, but may develop resistance in 

vitro and in vivo. In contrast to MG, MS and MM isolates appear to be resistant to 

erythromycin. Treatment with antibiotics may reduce severity of clinical signs, lesions, 

populations of mycoplasmas (and antibody response), but does not eliminate MG, MS and 

MM from the infected poultry flock. However, regulations on the use of antimicrobials in 

poultry are rapidly evolving and their use will be soon very restricted in many countries. 

Thus, for the control of infections with those Mycoplasmas, diagnosis and management 

should be improved. 

 

Introduction  

 
Mycoplasmas are important causes of many human and animal diseases and have a great 

economic and health impact worldwide. They have evolved by reductive evolution, 

accompanied by significant loss of genomic sequences and adaptation to their specific hosts. 

Among 23 recognized Mycoplasma species found in birds, only M. gallisepticum (MG) M. 

synoviae (MS) and M. meleagridis (MM, only in turkeys) cause disease and loss of 

production in intensively reared poultry. A fourth avian mycoplasma pathogen is Mycoplasma  

iowae (MI) but its economic effects appear to be largely confined to the turkey embryo, in 

which some MI strains are lethal (Bradbury, 1998). Mycoplasma imitans (MIM) is genetically 

and antigenically closely related to MG. However, MIM was recovered from goose, duck and 

partridge, but not from chicken or turkey (Bradbury, 1998). Transmission of MG, MS, MM 

and MI in ovo from infected breeder birds to progeny is the major route of dissemination of 

their infection, and is the prime consideration for international trade. MG and MM are on the 
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current OIE list B, whereas MS is not. On the other hand, there is a high prevalence of MS in 

some sectors of the poultry industry, whereas infections with MG and MM become rare in 

poultry flocks in European countries (Workshop of European Mycoplasma Specialists, 2005). 

 

Putative horizontal gene transfer 

Phylogenetic analyses based on the 16S rRNA genes showed that MG, MIM and MI belong 

to the pneumoniae group, whereas MS, MM and other recognized avian Mycoplasma species 

belong to the hominis group (Johansson and Petersson, 2002). Analyses of their dnaK gene 

sequences revealed the same phylogenetic relatedness (Slavec et al., 2004). Comparisons of 

sequences of a number of MS genes (including recA, rlsO, rplM and rpsI) determined in our 

laboratory with those of MG (Papazisi et al., 2003) also showed considerable phylogenetic 

divergence between MS and MG. 

On the other hand, genetic and antigenic relatedness of MG and MS has been documented a 

while ago (Yogev et al., 1989). They reported that MG and MS share genomic nucleotide 

sequences additional to those of the highly conserved rRNA genes. In 1990s, gene families 

encoding haemagglutinins of MG (pMGA), MS (vlhA) and MIM (vlhA) were identified and 

characterized (Markham et al., 1993; 1994; 1999; Noormohammadi et al., 1998). 

Surprisingly, sequence of the vlhA gene of MS revealed high levels of identity with a member 

of the pMGA family of MG (pMGA1.7 of MG S6). Therefore Noormohammadi et al. (1998, 

2000) proposed that these gene families arose by relatively recent horizontal transfer, possibly 

as a result of shared habitat. This is probable, because the vlhA sequences of some other MS 

strains and those of certain vlhA pseudogenes share with MG S6 pMGA1.7 or with MG R 

vlhA (1.06, 4.02 and 4.10) high levels of sequence identity (Bencina, 2002; Papazisi et al., 

2003). 

Our recent study identified in the MS WVU1853 cloned DNA a sequence sharing over 90% 

sequence identity with a putative transposase MGA1109 of MG R (Papazisi et al. , 2003; 

Dovc et al., 2004). Further analyses revealed that the MS genome contains at least two 

complete copies of genes for transposases of the IS4 family. The first copy (tnp1) is in the 

locus containing genes encoding ribosomal proteins L13 (RplM), S9 (RpsI) and tRNAile. In 

addition, tnp1 is flanked by sequences sharing conserved motifs with MG putA (MGA0590). 

The second copy, tnp2, has sequence interrupted with (TAA) stop codons, similar to MG 

homologues which include MGA1108 and MGA1109, as well as, inverted repeats 5` to 

MGA1108 and downstream of MGA1109. It seems that these tnp genes have been transferred 

horizontally and might be involved in the rearrangement of MS and MG genomes. 

 

Diagnosis 

 

Isolation and identification 
The gold standard for MG, MS MM and MI diagnosis is their isolation and identification 

using species-specific antibodies or PCR. It should be noted that diagnosis using isolation is 

slow and laborious and there are reports of “atypical” strains of MG or MS which are 

extremely difficult to recover from birds (Bradbury, 1998). Immunofluorescence and/or 

immunoperoxidase serotyping of mycoplasma colonies are rapid and reliable procedures to 

identify an appropriate Mycoplasma species within mixed cultures. Combination of these 

techniques enables rapid identification of MG, MS and a third Mycoplasma species in mixed 

cultures (Bencina and Bradbury, 1992). 

 

Serological tests 
Screening of poultry flocks for infections with pathogenic Mycoplasmas is usually 

accomplished with serological tests which can detect specific antibodies. However, 
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serological tests may be insensitive or may give false-positive reactions. Recent studies 

provided more information about major antigens of MG and MS, in particular, about 

antigenic variants of their haemagglutinins (reviewed in Bencina, 2002). 

 

Major antigens 

Proteins of MG, MS, MM and MI which usually induce in poultry relatively strong antibody 

are described in Table 1. It should be noted that many of them undergo phase-variable 

expression like immunodominant proteins (mainly lipoproteins) of Mycoplasma species 

causing disease in humans, pigs, ruminants and rodents (Citti et al., 2005). We have already 

emphasized that it is very important that MG antigens and vaccines are prepared from cultures 

with defined antigenic determinants in order to achieve consistent and reproducible results 

(Bencina et al., 1994). The same is valid for MS antigens, including commercial MS RSA 

antigens, which significantly varied from batch to batch in haemagglutination (HA) titers 

(from 1:20 to 1:1280) and concerning “cross-reactivity” with sera from chickens with natural 

or experimental MG infection (Bencina and Dovc, 2004). One particular batch of commercial 

MS RSA antigen which apparently “cross-reacted” contained about 50kDa protein recognized 

by antibodies from chickens infected with MG. 

 

Table1.: Major antigens of pathogenic avian Mycoplasmas
a
 

Species Protein Mw  

(kDa) 

Gene
b
 Note

c
 Reference 

MG pMGA 67 pMGA1.1/1.2 VA Markham et al., 1993 

 pMGA1.9 >80 pMGA1.9 VA Markham et al., 1998 

 P47 47(56) malp BE Markham et al., 2003 

 P26 26 UNK DE Avakian and Kleven, 1990a 

 P56 56 UNK DE Avakian and Kleven, 1990b 

 PdhC 48-52 pdhC IB Jan et al., 2001 

 PvpA 48-55 pvpA VA Boguslavski et al., 2000 

 Mgc1 ~105 mgc1 VA Keeler et al., 1996 

 P75 75 mgp75 IB Spencer et al., 2002 

MS MSPB 41-50 vlhA AV Noormohammadi et al., 1999 

 MSPA >50 vlhA AV Noormohammadi et al., 1998 

 LP78 78 “lp78” BE Markham et al., 2004 

 P45 45 ? nox IB Bencina et al., unpub. 

MM P75 65-75 UNK BE Dufour-Gesbert et al., 2001a,b 

 P55 50-55 UNK BE Dufour-Gesbert et al., 2001a,b 

MI P67 40-67 UNK VA Bencina et al., unpub. 

 
a
 This Table does not show several MG proteins e.g. lipoproteins with Mw from <40kDa to 90kDa, which might 

be pMGA size-and antigenic variants or their cleavage products (Bencina, 2002). 
b
 UNK, unknown gene; in the MG R genome (Papazisi et al. , 2003) corresponding genes are annotated as 

vlhA3.03 (MGA0380), MGA0398, acef (MGA0162), gapA (MGA0934) and MGA0057 or are not annotated 

(pvpA). 
c
 VA, variable expression; BE, recognized by mAbs used in B-ELISA; DE, assayed by dot-ELISA; IB, assayed 

by immunoblots; AV, antigenic variants. 

 

Analysis of the corresponding vlhA gene sequence showed apparent vlhA recombinations 

which have been described in different MS strains (Noormohammadi et al., 2000; Bencina et 

al., 2001). Such vlhA recombinations generate diverse sequences of the VlhA haemagglutinin, 

and include changes of epitopes in two-thirds of MSPB lipoprotein (N-terminal part of VlhA) 

and, particularly in its C-terminal part i.e. in MSPA (Noormohammadi et al., 2000; Bencina 
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et al., 2001, 2002). Theoretically, close antigenic relatedness of certain MG haemagglutinins 

(e.g. pMGA 1.7 of S6 strain and VlhA 1.06, 4.02 and 4.10 of R strain) with MS VlhA, 

especially with certain recombined VlhA variants, represent a basis for serologic cross-

reactivity between MG and MS (Noormohammadi et al., 1998; Bencina et al., 2002; Papazisi 

et al., 2003). 

However, it is very difficult to predict when problems due to cross-reactivity of MG and MS 

haemagglutinins would appear. In MG, haemagglutinins are variably expressed in vitro and in 

vivo and this variation is accompanied with the rapidly changing chicken serum antibody 

response (Bencina et al., 1994; Levisohn et al., 1995; Glew et al., 2000). This seems to be 

true also for the expression of MS haemagglutinin, although antibodies against MSPB could 

be detected in infected chickens in different stages of MS infection (Narat et al., 1998). 

 

Shared epitopes of MG and MS haemagglutinins 

Cross-reactivity of MG and MS antigens is known for 40 years, but cross-reactive antigens 

were not identified, except their molecular weights (Olson et al., 1965; Bradley et al., 1988 

Yogev et al., 1989; Avakian and Kleven, 1990a, b; Avakian et al., 1991; 1992). 

We produced a recombinant MSPB protein (about 190 residues) which shares sequence and 

epitope(s) with pMGA 1.7 protein of MG S6 (Bencina et al., 2001). In addition, a number of 

monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) were raised and some mAbs recognized epitopes undergoing 

variable expression due to the vlhA gene recombinations (Bencina et al., 2001; 2002). One of 

them, mAb 3B4 (IgM isotype) recognizing epitope(s) on the recombinant MSPB (rMSPB) 

revealed variable expression of related antigen on the surface of several MG strains, including 

S6 and 6/85, which is widely used as a live vaccine. In MG strain K4421A, which is closely 

related to 6/85 strain (Kleven et al., 2004) mAB 3B4 also revealed variable expression of the 

corresponding antigen. Notably, in MG K4421A isolate 73AS isolated from the air sac of 

experimentally infected turkey (10 days pi), mAb 3B4 recognized about 40kDa protein 

expressed by the majority of its colonies, but only in the second and third passage. This MG 

protein was recognized also by polyclonal antibodies from MS experimentally infected 

chicken (Narat et al., 1998). It seems likely, that at least certain MG strains, might express in 

vivo proteins sharing epitopes with MS haemagglutinin and that infected birds raise antibodies 

against such proteins. Indeed, we observed that antibodies from chickens infected by certain 

MG strains (including S6 strain) reacted with rMSPB (Bencina and Dovc, 2004). 

Whereas two MIM strains (4229 and B2/85) did not react with mAbs3B4, colonies of certain 

MI strains, e.g. strain FMN (serovar N) did react. This observation and that of Avakian et al. 

(1992) about antibodies to MS P41 (now termed MSPB) which reacted with a 42 kDa protein 

of MI (serotype N) strongly suggest that certain MI strains can express proteins sharing 

epitopes with MSPB. Not surprisingly, reaction of mAb 3B4 with colonies of MI indicated 

variable expression of the corresponding epitope. However, further studies are needed to 

identify relevant MI gene and mechanisms involved in its variable expression. 

 

Antibodies to Mycoplasmas 
Generally, antibody response of chicken is stronger against MG and MS in comparison with 

other Mycoplasma species found in chickens (Bencina and Bradbury, 1991). However, adult 

chickens are capable of mounting humoral and local antibodies against at least three 

Mycoplasma species (MG, MS and Mycoplasma gallinarum) during a mixed infection but it 

may be necessary to examined different tissues as well as serum to demonstrate them 

(Bencina et al., 1991b). In certain chicken flocks examination of biliary samples with indirect 

immunoperoxidase assay (IIPA) detected considerably higher rates of MG and MS antibodies 

(especially of IgA class) than the same assay performed with sera (Bencina et al., 1991a). On 
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several occasions we were able to detect local antibodies to MG and MS in the respiratory 

tract of infected chickens lacking detectable serum antibodies to those mycoplasmas. 

The transfer of specific antibodies, mainly of IgG (also termed IgY) from hen serum to yolk 

and then to the circulation of the embryo via recently characterized receptors of the yolk sac 

membrane is well known (Kramer and Cho, 1970; Kempf and Gesbert, 1998; West et al., 

2004). On the other hand, maternal IgG present in oviduct secretions, appear in the egg white 

and are transferred to the embryonic gut via swallowed amniotic fluid (Rose and Orlans, 

1981). Our recent investigation showed that maternal IgG antibodies to MS can be present in 

the allantoic fluid and amniotic fluid of chicken embryos as early as on day 7 of the 

embryonic development (Bencina et al., 2005). IgA and IgM to MS were detected in those 

fluids on days 12 and 13, respectively. However, yolks and sera of day-old chicks contained 

only IgG to MS, but no detectable IgA or IgM to MS. 

 

Rapid serum agglutination (RSA) test 

The RSA test has been used for the detection of antibodies to MG, MS and MM already in 

1950s and is still widely used serologic test. It is a quick, inexpensive and relatively sensitive 

test, but nonspecific RSA reactions (false positive) were frequently observed. False positive 

reactions were frequently observed in flocks vaccinated with oil-emulsion vaccines (of tissue-

culture origin) against various agents. After one inoculation of chickens with a commercial 

inactivated infections bursal disease virus (IBDV) vaccine their sera reacted in immunoblots 

with serum albumin (SA) of calf, swine and horse serum (Avakian and Kleven, 1990c). Our 

data also indicates that vaccination with inactivated combined vaccine which included IBDV 

usually induced in chicken antibodies which reacted in immunoblots with proteins of media 

used for the cultivation of mycoplasmas. Such antibodies strongly reacted with SA and 

sometimes with IgG from swine and horse sera. In addition, such sera usually gave false-

positive reactions in MG and MS RSA tests, and eventually in the indirect ELISA 

(commercial MG ELISA). Notably, maternal antibodies (IgG) reacting with SA are 

transferred to sera of chicks and may cause false-positive RSA reactions. 

 

It is well known that serum components in the growth media used to produce MG and MS 

RSA antigens adsorb to their cells surface (Bradbury and Jordan, 1971; 1972). This 

absorption contributes significantly to false positive agglutination reactions, especially when 

serum samples from chickens inoculated with oil-emulsion vaccines are tested with RSA 

(Cullen and Timms, 1972; Glisson et al., 1984). Besides major serum components which 

adsorb to MG and MS cells (IgG and SA) and can not be removed from their cells without 

washing in buffers containing detergents, there are also other components (i.e. amyloid P-

component) from pig serum which can adsorb to MS cells. Moreover, immunoblot analyses 

of MS strains demonstrated that proteins of about 80kDa and 90kDa bound chicken IgG (via 

Fc part) but it is not known if these putative IgG Fc receptors have any role in false positive 

MS RSA (Lauerman and Reynolds-Vaughn, 1990). 

Different approaches have been suggested to improve the quality of RSA antigens (Ahmad et 

al., 1988; Cullen and Anderton, 1974) but their use remained very limited. In addition, 

different modifications to the RSA test in an attempt to improve accuracy have been proposed 

(reviewed in Morrow and Hammond, 2003). They include absorption of suspect sera with 

Frey`s broth or horse serum or chicken erythrocytes, testing of chicken sera with MM antigen 

and discarding sera with positive reaction as false positive, dilution of sera (e.g. 1:5; 1:10), 

heat inactivation of sera at 56°C for 30 min etc.. It should be noted that such procedures might 

eliminate antibodies involved in false positive RSA reactions, but do not resolve problems 

associated with antigens shared by MG and MS. 
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Haemagglutination inhibition (HI) test 
Pathogenic avian Mycoplasma species synthesize haemagglutinating proteins, which are 

immunodominant, but variably expressed proteins (reviewed in Bencina, 2002). The HI test 

has been used for decades to confirm reactors detected by RSA (MG, MS or MM antibodies), 

or more recently by ELISAs. The HI test is considered less sensitive than appropriate RSA 

concerning the detection of early stages of infections with MG, MS or MM. On the other HI 

reactions were regarded as species-specific or even “strain-specific” because of low HI titers 

if chickens were infected with MG strains described as MG variant strains (Yoder, 1986; 

Kleven et al., 1988). Indeed, many MG strains produce haemagglutinin antigenic variants 

lacking epitopes defined by mAbs (Bencina et al., 1994; Milosevic-Berlic et al., 2000). The 

same holds for MS strains, and HI titers vary significantly when HA antigens from different 

MS strains are used as antigens (Vardaman and Drott, 1980) 

It should be noted, that antigens for HI tests are not commercially available and that “normal” 

chicken sera might have MG HI titers from 1:5 to 1:20 when “washed” MG cells were used as 

antigens. Putative “nonspecific” inhibitors can be removed by treatment of false positive sera 

with neuraminidase (Roberts, 1967). Roberts (1967) proposed that there is a neuraminidase-

like enzyme present in MG, because the use of a 24-hour broth antigen in the MG HI test 

eliminated nonspecific inhibition in normal chicken sera. The presence of MG and MS 

haemagglutinins in broth medium from which their cells were removed by centrifugation has 

been reported by Cullen and Snell (1976). We also observed that certain MS strains cultures 

might secrete VlhA (particularly MSPB) but further investigations are needed to assess such 

secretion in more detail. 

 

Immunoenzyme assays 

Different enzyme-linked immunoassays were developed to increase testing efficiency and 

improve sensitivity and specificity (Kleven, 2003; Ley, 2003; Chin et al., 2003). 

 

ELISA 
Commercial ELISA kits are widely available and are increasingly used for the detection of 

antibodies to MG, MS and MM. Indirect ELISA includes secondary antibodies conjugated 

with an enzyme and usually, detects IgG class antibodies to mycoplasmas. In general, MG 

ELISA tests are slightly less sensitive but more specific than RSA (Ley, 2003). On the other 

hand, indirect ELISA tests are considered more sensitive but less specific than HI tests. It has 

been observed that the most sensitive MG ELISA antigens were produced by harvesting MG 

early in culture, but this did not eliminate the MS cross reactions (Loughnane et al. , 1993). 

Noormohammadi et al. (2002a) developed ELISA using immunoaffinity purified 

haemagglutinin (pMGA) of MG ts-11 (live vaccine strain). They reported that ts-11 pMGA 

showed a higher sensitivity than S6 pMGA when lower levels of antibodies were induced 

after ts-11 vaccination. Noormohammadi et al. (1999, 2002b) developed MS ELISA test 

using recombinant MSPB proteins of the type strain WVU1853 or vaccine strain MS-H. They 

reported that such MS antigens did not react with antibodies to MG and about improved 

detection of antibodies to MS vaccine MS-H using an autologous recombinant MSPB ELISA 

(Noormohammadi et al., 2002b). On the other hand, we found that rMSPB can react with 

antibodies to MG if it shares certain sequences with pMGA1.7. Moreover, certain commercial 

MG indirect ELISA kits gave false positive reactions with sera from chickens vaccinated with 

oil-emulsion vaccine, probably due to the presence of SA in ELISA antigens. 

Direct or blocking ELISA (B-ELISA) was developed to improve the specifity of MG and MS 

ELISA tests (Czifra et al., 1995; Markham et al., 2004). MG lipoprotein (p47) epitope(s) and 

specific mAb (mAb B3) are involved in MG B-ELISA (Markham et al., 2003). In the MS B-

ELISA blocking of binding of mAb 1H6 to epitope(s) of the 78kDa MS lipoprotein is the 
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basis of an assay (Markham et al., 2004). In general, these commercially available B-ELISA 

should be more specific than RSA and indirect ELISA. However, recently published study 

reported that sera from SPF hens were positive in the MS B-ELISA (Faberwee et al., 2005). 

This finding is very unusual, because other studies, including our recent study, found that this 

assay detected only antibodies to MS. B-ELISA was developed for detecting antibodies to 

MM in turkeys, but so far, its use remained very limited (Dufour-Gesbert et al., 2001b). 

Certain immunoezyme assays, like IIPA and dot-ELISA were developed to improve detection 

of antibodies to MG and MS, as well as to other avian Mycoplasma species (Avakian and 

Kleven, 1990b; Bencina and Bradbury, 1991). Those assays are not widely used, although for 

instance, IIPA using as antigens native Mycoplasma colonies can be performed in laboratories 

which culture avian Mycoplasma species, routinely. The use of mAbs (which recognize heavy 

or light chains of Igs of chicken, turkey, pheasant and peacock) as secondary antibodies 

further increases the analytical capability, as well as specificity of an appropriate IIPA test 

(Narat et al., 2004).  

Immunoblot analyses have a great analytical capability concerning Mycoplasma proteins 

recognized by antibodies of infected birds (Avakian and Kleven, 1990a; Narat et al., 1998; 

Bencina et al., 2003). However, it is not likely that they would be used widely unless, an 

appropriate commercial kit would become available. Certain serologic tests e.g. tube 

agglutination, complement fixation, gel precipitation are not used anymore. Some others, like 

microimmunofluorescence test developed in the 1990s (Loughnane et al., 1993) were not 

used widely. 

While serological monitoring of poultry will continue to be performed on large scale in the 

future, there will be an increasing need for tests which would enable more sensitive and 

specific detecting antibodies to pathogenic avian Mycoplasmas. At present, serology is not a 

valid screening method if any MG or MS vaccine have been used, because current serological 

tests cannot differentiate between antibody responses to vaccine or field strains. 

 

Detection of MG, MS and MM antigens 
Some studies reported detection of MG, MS and/or MM antigens in different tissues of 

chickens and turkeys. The authors used species-specific polyclonal antibodies labeled with 

fluorescein or rhodamine (Bencina et al., 1989) or avidin-biotin-immunoperoxidase assay 

(Radi et al., 2000). It is not likely that such procedures will be used widely, because currently 

used various polymerase chain reaction (PCR) procedures are more sensitive and specific in 

detecting MG, MS and MM infections in poultry (Hong et al., 2004; Garcia et al., 2005). 

 

Detection of mycoplasmal DNA 

 
Detection of MG, MS and MM using DNA or ribosomal RNA gene probes have been 

described, but for most applications, these methods have been replaced by various PCR 

procedures (Fernandez et al., 1993; Garcia et al., 1996; Hyman et al., 1989; Ley, 2003). Zhao 

and Yamamoto, (1993a) reported that their MS PCR was 100.000 times more sensitive than 

the dot blot methodology using MS recombinant DNA probes. Interestingly, their PCR 

targeted the vlhA gene and/or it pseudogenes which were later identified and characterized by 

Noormohammadi et al. (1998, 2000). 

 

PCR 
PCR represents a rapid and sensitive alternative to traditional mycoplasma culture methods 

which require specialized media, reagents for serotyping isolates and are time-consuming 

(Kempf, 1998; Levisohn and Kleven, 2000). PCR for MG, MS, MM and MI were developed 

in the 1990s (Nascimento et al., 1991; Lauereman et al., 1993; Zhao and Yamamoto, 1993a; 
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b; c). DNA amplification methods used for diagnosis and epidemiological investigation of 

avian mycoplasmosis before 1998 were reviewed elsewhere (Kempf, 1998). Briefly, PCR was 

used for detection of infected flocks, identification of mycoplasma isolates, characterization 

of Mycoplasma species (the 16S rDNA sequences) and for epidemiologic investigations. 

Nascimento et al. (1993) developed strain-specific PCR that allowed rapid differentiation of 

F-vaccine strains and wild MG strains. Commercial PCR kits developed for detection of MG 

and MS became available already in the 1990s (IDEXX). The number of such PCR kits is 

increasing, but some of them have not been evaluated on large scale testing, yet. Among a 

number of recently published reports about the use of PCR, here are mentioned only those 

that provided novel data or methodology. Pang et al. (2002) applied a multiplex PCR for 6 

avian respiratory pathogens including MG and MS. Real-time PCR for detection MG in 

chicken tracheas has been described (Carli and Eyigor, 2003). PCR was used for detection of 

MG in environmental samples (Marois et al., 2002). Garcia et al. (2005) recently evaluated 

various PCR methods for detection of MG infection in chickens. Four generic MG PCR and a 

commercial MG PCR (IDEXX) were compared for analytical specificity and sensitivity and 

for diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of detection from tracheal swabs. Among the PCR 

methods evaluated they recommended the mgc2 gene based PCR as the method of choice to 

further validate in field (Garcia et al., 2005). 

One can expect that data from the genome of MG strain R (Papazisi et al., 2003) and 

increasing number of MS sequences deposited in databases will enable further improvements 

in detecting MG and MS using PCR. Nevertheless, certain major problems possibly 

associated with PCR should be under control i.e. contamination with DNA resulting with 

false positive results and/ or false negative reactions due to inhibitors in clinical samples 

examined by PCR (Kempf, 1998). 

 

Epidemiological studies 
Due to the vertical transmission of MG, MS, MM and MI their infections could become very 

widespread. Phenotypic and genotypic analyses were used to demonstrate the heterogeneity of 

some avian Mycoplasma species and to find properties characteristic for an appropriate MG 

or MS strain. It was proposed that certain proteins are characteristic for appropriate MG 

strains e.g. an abundant 75kDa protein for the F strain. However, variation in size, 

antigenicity and in expression of several major MG proteins e.g. pMGA, pvpA, Mgc1 and 

P120 prevents unambiguous identification of strains on the basis of their protein banding 

patterns (Bencina, 2002). This might be true for MS strains as well, although lengths of their 

MSPB proteins showed good correlation with those of the corresponding part of the vlhA gene 

(Bencina et al., 2001). However, certain differentiation is possible because mAb 2C1 

recognizes consistently expressed epitope on MSPB only in MS strains that share sequence in 

the corresponding MSPB region (Bencina et al., 2001). 

Genotypic procedures, such as restriction analysis of DNA or ribotyping were used to 

demonstrate genomic heterogeneity of some avian Mycoplasma species (Kleven et al., 1988; 

Morrow et al., 1990; Zhao and Yamamoto, 1989; Dovc et al., 1990). However, these methods 

were complex and laborious and were replaced by various PCR analyses. One of them, 

arbitrarily primed-PCR (AP-PCR or RAPD) was used to demonstrate intraspecies genotypic 

heterogeneity among isolates and strains of MG, MS MM and MI (Fan et al., 1995a; b). 

Better differentiation among different MS isolates was achieved by sequence analysis of the 

5`-vlhA gene which contains highly polymorphic regions, including insertions and deletions 

(Bencina et al., 2001). Further study confirmed that such analyses are valuable for 

differentiation of MS strains and epidemiologic studies (Hong et al., 2004). Hammond et al.  

(2004) confirmed the utility of the 5`-vlhA sequence analysis on large number of MS isolates 

from different hosts and geographical locations. We found distinct sequence polymorphisms 
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also in other MS genes, e.g. in the recA promoter region, which in most cases confirmed 

differentiation of MS strains based on the 5`-vlhA sequence. 

Sequence polymorphisms in several MG genes also enable epidemiological studies 

(Fergusson et al., 2005). Using methodology termed gene-targeted sequencing (GTS) of 

individual genes, gapA, MGA0319, mgc2 and pvpA they identified 17, 16, 20 and 22 

sequence types, respectively. Our analyses indicate that polymorphisms in recA, groEL and 

dnaK genes also enable differentiation of MG isolates (Slavec et al., 2002). 

Other PCR-techniques that might be useful for epidemiological studies are amplified length 

polymorphisms (AFLP) and multi-locus sequence typing (Markham and Noormohammadi, 

2005; Hong et al., 2005). 

 

Vaccination 
 

Rapid growth of the poultry industry and multi-age production sites led to increased usage of 

live MG vaccines, which are rather effective in controlling economic losses (Kleven, 1997). 

Vaccinations of flocks with MG or MS vaccines were reviewed, recently (Kleven, 2003; Ley, 

2003). Briefly, vaccination with “nonliving” vaccines is not effective in the control of MG or 

MS infections. Live MG vaccines (strains F, 6/85 and ts-11) are used rather frequently, 

particularly in multi-age commercial operations (Kleven, 1997; Ley, 2003). However, they 

should be used only in jurisdiction where they are approved with strict adherence to the 

manufacturer’s instructions, and with careful consideration for the safety of other flocks (Ley, 

2003). A live temperature-sensitive MS vaccine strain, MS-H, has received wide use in 

Australia, but it is not licensed in many countries (Kleven, 2003). 

 

Therapy  

 
The lack of a cell wall in mycoplasmas makes them intrinsically resistant to β-lactams (e.g. 

penicillins) and to all other drugs which inhibit cell wall synthesis. Intrinsic resistance related 

to specific Mycoplasma species concerns (MLSK) antibiotic group (Bebear and Kempf, 

2005). MG strains are rather susceptible to erythromycin, but they may become resistant. 

Minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) ranges in MG strains from <0.03 to >80µg/ml of 

erythromycin. On the other hand, MS, MM and several other avian Mycoplasma species from 

the hominis group are naturally resistant to erythromycin (Bebear and Kempf, 2005). 

Antibiotic classes most widely used for the treatment of poultry infected with mycoplasmas 

include tetracyclines, MLSK group (which includes tylosin), pleuromutilins (including 

tiamulin), fluoroquinolones (including enrofloxacin) and aminoglycosides (including 

spectinomycin). The susceptibility of MG and MS to 17 different antibiotics is shown 

elsewhere (Table2, in Bebear and Kempf, 2005). 

Different antimicrobials, especially antibiotics have been used to treat flocks infected with 

MG, MS and MM (turkeys) in order to reduce serverity of clinical signs, lesions and 

production losses (Chin et al., 2003; Kleven, 2003; Ley, 2003). Such treatment can reduce 

severity of disease, economic losses, populations of mycoplasmas and antibody response to 

mycoplasmas, but does not eliminate MG, MS and MM from the infected poultry flock. 

In general, MIC values of < 1µg/ml for an appropriate antibiotic are considered predictive of 

effective treatment (Waites et al., 2001). However, the development of acquired resistance 

against a number of antibiotics is well documented for MG, MS, MM and MI. MG and MS 

can acquire resistance against oxitetracycline, spiramycin, lincomycin, tylosin, and 

enrofloxacin. Recent advances enable studies on the mechanisms involved in the acquired 

resistance e.g. by sequence analyses of genes involved in such resistance (Bebear and Kempf, 

2005). 
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Certain antibiotics have been used in the past (e.g. tylosin) to control in ovo transmission of 

MG, MS and MM.  Egg injection or egg dipping were used to introduce antimicrobials into 

hatching egg with the aim to obtain mycoplasma-free progeny flocks (Chin et al., 2003; 

Kleven, 2003; Ley, 2003). In general, these methods reduced, but sometimes did not 

completely eliminate egg transmission. However, such treatment resulted with eradication of 

MG and establishment of MG-free chicken and turkey breeder flocks in the United States 

(Ley, 2003). An alternative approach for reducing in ovo transmission of MG and MS is 

preincubation heat treatment of hatching eggs (Yoder, 1970). However, certain MG strains 

can survive in hatching eggs if they are heated to an internal temperature of 46.1°C. In 

Slovenia, egg-heating to 46.9°C significantly reduced, but did not eliminate MG transmission 

to the progeny chicks of the domestic selection of a heavy breed. However, egg-heating to 

47°C enabled establishment of grand parent flocks which were MG-free (Svetlin, 1998). 

 

Certain antibiotics are dedicated to a veterinary use like tylosin and enrofloxacin. However, 

because of the threat of selection resistant zoonotic bacteria like Salmonella or 

Campylobacter caution of fluoroqinolones usage in food animals is strongly recommended 

(Bebear and Kempf, 2005). At last, but not least, regulations on the use of antimicrobials in 

poultry are rapidly evolving and their use will be soon very restricted in many countries. 

Thus, for the control of infections with pathogenic Mycoplasma species, diagnosis and 

management should be further improved. 
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